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The S3+ STREETPICS PRO SDHC™ and SDXC™ cards are designed for maximum
reliability, making them perfect for HD shooting and high-resolution photo shooting.
They are shockproof, waterproof, and resistant to extreme temperatures, so you
can enjoy your adventures without worrying about the strength of the memory
card.
Optimized for 4K UHD
With UHS Speed Class 3 (U3) and UHS
Video Speed Class 30 (V30), the S3+®
STREETPICS PRO cards let you capture
uninterrupted 4K UHD and Full HD
video. This makes it ideal for recording
outdoor adventures, weekend trips, or
sporting events without skipping
frames.
Space for everything
S3+® SDHC™ and SDXC™ memory
cards offer storage capacities up to
256GB allowing you to take lots of
photos and shoot many videos before
replacing the card or transferring files
to your computer.
Compatibility and Guarantee
S3+® SDXC™ memory cards can only
be used with SDXC™ host devices.
Those SDHC™ can work indifferently on
SDHC™/SDXC™ equipment. They offer
a 2-year limited warranty.
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Match the logo to the device
Before inserting the SD memory
card, verify that the device is
compatible with the SD standard
by locating the SD logo on the
device or referring to the user
manual or device manufacturer
information.

S3SD10V30/32GB

32GB S3+ SDXC Class 10 UHS-I U3 V30 W45/R90

S3SD10V30HS/64GB

64GB S3+ SDXC Class 10 UHS-I U3 V30 W95/R100

S3SD10V30HS/128GB

128GB S3+ SDXC Class 10 UHS-I U3 V30 W95/R100

S3SD10V30HS/256GB

256 GB S3+ SDXC Class 10 UHS-I U3 V30 W95/R100
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